ABSTRACT This paper deals with the perspective of organization based on process mining, which concentrates on activities and performers (resources) in event logs. A classic social network only reflects how closely related any two resource individuals are. Some resources may play similar roles in the network, and they can establish their own resource community. The algorithm reported in this paper constructs a resource community net with optimal modularity. Moreover, we find that there are some resources playing multiple roles in different communities, taking on different responsibilities in a system. Another algorithm is developed to discover these multi-role resources, and a corresponding resource role network is built. Finally, two examples are presented to demonstrate the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Process mining has received considerable attention in recent years. It is an effective method to establish an original system model from event logs. There are several perspectives in process mining, e.g., the control flow perspective, organizational perspective, case perspective, and time perspective. The main issue of process mining involves the control flow perspective, which concentrates on the ordering of activities. A lot of classic algorithms have been developed in this way, such as the α algorithm [1] , heuristic algorithm [2] , genetic algorithm [3] , the mining algorithm based on region [4] , and incomplete log mining algorithm [5] . Other perspectives also contain a wealth of information relating to event logs. Organizational mining can be used to get insight into typical work patterns, organizational structures, and social networks. Timestamps and frequencies of activities can be used to identify bottlenecks and diagnose other performance related problems. Case data can be employed to better understand decision-making and analyze differences among cases. This paper is devoted to the organizational perspective.
The organizational perspective pays more attention to the performers of activities in one process, which may be human beings or machines. Through revealing the organizational relationship between resources and performers, we can analyze the bottlenecks of enterprise organizations and optimize business processes. van der Aalst and Song [6] presents a social network which can be rebuilt from event logs through counting handovers of work or finding the similarity between different resources. Through the social network, we can see the correlation degree between different resources. Based on the work in [6] , Song [7] digs out the organization model from the event logs, containing organization entities, resources, tasks, etc. Hierarchy means that communities may be further divided into sub-communities. Such a work has been done by Girvan and Newman in [10] , where an algorithm cuts the largest degree edge around the central node. Through cutting this edge degree, different community networks can be divided. For the first time, they proposed a modularity criterion to measure the quality of the division, which is inherited by subsequent researchers, such as the However, the partition result does not considers the multi-role resources. Moreover, Ferreira and Alves [8] construct a social network hierarchy through clustering similar collections of activities. They provide an effective means to discover user groups based on the actual user interactions, rather than on task similarity, which implies that the work is more focused on the similarity of tasks that the user perform. The method in [8] can be used to find the hierarchical community network by considering the working together metric, but it can neither discover multi-role resources. In real networks, communities are usually overlapping and hierarchical. Overlapping means that some vertices may belong to more than one community, which is represented as multi-role resources in this paper. Recently, several authors begin to detect the hierarchical and overlapping community structure. Shen, Cheng, Cai and Hu develop a decentralized community network in [9] and propose an algorithm (EAGLE) to detect both the overlapping and hierarchical properties of complex community structure together. This algorithm deals with the set of maximal cliques and adopts an agglomerative framework. The quality function of modularity is extended to evaluate the goodness of a cover. Similar to the EAGLE, another algorithm demonstrated by Lancichinetti, Fortunato, and Kertész presents a method that uncovers simultaneously both the hierarchical and the overlapping community structure of complex networks [22] . The method consists in finding the local maxima of a fitness function by local, iterative search. The procedure enables each node to be included in more than one module, leading to a natural description of overlapping communities. The two algorithms mentioned above need find out all the maximal cliques in the network through parallel ways and choose an appropriate cut which breaks the dendrogram into communities. They are all time-consuming.
In this paper, a new algorithm, namely Resource Community Discovery (RCD, Algorithm 1), is presented to cover hierarchical community structure of networks, i.e., resources playing the similar role are constructed in the same community. This algorithm deals with the set of maximal cliques and adopts a recursive process. Benefitting from the parameter of ''modularity gain'' defined by this paper, we can generate a resource community in polynomial time. Then, to solve the overlapping community problem, we adopt a new idea which is different with the work in [9] and [22] . We transform a social network to a weighted community network using Algorithm 2 first. The weighted community network can help us discover the importance of every node as a bridge to connect different nodes. Subsequently, the nodes in the weighted community network are integrated through the ''community fitness'' and ''node fitness'' values in Algorithm 3. Those still belonging to different communities are the multi-role resources that we are looking for. Through this conversion Algorithm 1 Resource Community Discovery Input: An initial social network G = (P,R,W ). Output: A resource community network S=(C , R , W ).
Step 1: Initializes a resource community C y , C y ← {p j |p j ∈ P}.
Step 2:
xy is maximum and positive, G is updated as a new social network G , {p i , p j } is considered as a node in G . Node {p i , p j } has a loop edge whose weight is W (p i , p j ), and the weights between node {p i , p j } and other nodes are the sum of these nodes' weights which connect p i and p j .
Step 5: Go back and redo Steps 1-4 until there are no nodes moving between communities, then stop.
Algorithm 2 Weighted Community Network Discovery
Input: An initial social network G = (P, R, W ). Output: A weighted community network N = (Q , R , W ).
Step 1: For each r i = (x, y) ∈ R, ∃{(x, y)} ∈ Q , (x, y) is a node q in a weighted community network N .
Step 2: If there are
Step 3: If all edges in R have been transformed to nodes in Q , and the corresponding connection relationships are created, then stop.
Algorithm 3 Resource Role Network Discovery
Input: An initial weighted community network N=(Q , R , W ). Output: A resource role network M =(B , R , W ) and a multi-role resources set .
Step 1: Initializes a resource community C z , C z ← {q z |q z ∈ Q }.
Step 2: For each q i ∈ Q , if ∃(q i , C z ) ∈ R , calculate γ Step 4:
is maximum and positive; N is updated as a new weighted community network N . Go back and redo Steps 1-4 until there are no nodes moving between communities.
Step 5: If there exists = ∅, output
, where C −1 is an inverse solution process from element q to corresponding node p in a resource role community C. Then the algorithm stop.
and merging process, we can limit the searching time for multi-role resources to polynomial time. The effectiveness of two methods presented in this paper is demonstrated by applications to two real-world networks, namely an application model for bank dealing with loan and a model for an airline company claims. Our main contribution lies in finding the cohesive similar regions in large-scale networks according to a new quality function, and discovering overlapping community structure of networks from a new way. Our algorithms show the possible way to investigate a more complete picture of the community structure because of efficiency.
We use Petri nets to describe the system model, which are a major tool to deal with the modeling, supervisory control [24] , [25] , deadlock analysis [23] , performance evolution, fault diagnosis, workflow analysis and process mining [14] - [16] of discrete systems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the theoretical background. To make it easily understood, we review a classic social network mining algorithm in Section III. Then, based on a social network, an iteration way is employed to find a resource community network with optimal modularity in Section IV. In Section V, a social network is converted into a weighted community network first, and then the multi-role resources based on the correlation of neighbors are found. Two examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of algorithms are presented in Section VI. The conclusion is reached in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. BASIC NOTATIONS
A Petri net [1] , [17] is a tuple PN = (P, T , R) having a finite set of places P and a finite set of transitions T where P ∩ T = ∅, and a flow relation R ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P). The preset and postset of a node x are defined as • x = {y|(y, x) ∈ R} and x • = {y|(x, y) ∈ R}, respectively. An event logs L ∈ B(T * ) is a multiset of traces, where B(T * ) is the set of all bags over T . Let A be a set of activities (i.e., atomic workflow/ process objects, also referred to as tasks, in this paper corresponding to the set of transitions T ) and P a set of performers (i.e., resources, individuals, or workers). E = A × P is the set of (possible) events, i.e., combinations of an activity and a performer (e.g. a, p denotes the execution of activity a by a performer p). For convenience, we define two operations on events: π a (e) = a and π p (e) = p for some event e = a, p [11] . We focus on the organizational relations and abstraction from additional information such as time stamps, data, etc. Table 1 shows such an example of event logs.
We make a ''profile'' based on how frequent individuals conduct specific activities. In this paper, we use a resource behavior matrix to represent these profiles. This matrix simply records how frequent each performer executes specific activities. Let L be an event logs. For p 1 ∈ P, a 1 ∈ A and c = (c 0 ,
where defines a matrix with rows P and columns A [11] . Table 2 shows the matrix derived from Table 1 . An undirected graph G = (P, R, W ) is a social network, where P is a set of performers, R ⊆ P × P is the set of relations, and W is a function indicating the weight of each relation. Weights between arcs express the importance of the relations, W : R → R + , where R + is a positive real number set. For each pair of resources p i and p j , we compute the Pearson correlation coefficient of their weight with the following formula:
where 0 < i, j < |P|, i = j, e denotes an activity, and p i (e) (p j (e)) is the number of times e performed by p i (p j ).
Resource p i has an average number of executions of activities
The similar situation will also occur in p j . n is the activities in the resource profile [12] , [21] .
Let G = (P,R,W ) be a social network, and S = (C , R , W ) is a resource community network derived from G. Newman and Girvan [13] is a metric to measure the cluster quality of a network. It is designed to measure the strength of division of a network into communities (or clusters). Formally, modularity is quantified as follows:
where 
is the sum of weights of edges in the social network. In general, the value of Q is between 0 and 1.
B. NEW DEFINITIONS
An undirected graph S = (C , R , W ) is a resource community network, derived from a social network G = (P,R,W ). C be the set of nodes, R ⊆ C × C be the set of relation, and W be the weight function. Every node in C is constructed by multisets of performers over P. If there exists p i ∈ C i and p j ∈ C j , C i , C j ∈ C , the weight function is defined as
An undirected graph N = (Q , R , W ) is a weighted community network, which is a dual graph of a social network
where deg(y) represents the degree of y in G.
An undirected graph M = (B , R , W ) is a resource role network, which is clustered by the elements in a weighted community network N = (Q , R , W ). It means that some elements in Q are grouped as a node in B , and the arc relationship and weight function are kept consistent with M and N .
Moreover, based on ''modularity'' notation, we propose a concept of modularity gain, which can be used to measure the variation of modularity. Let G = (P,R,W ) be a social network, and S = (C , R , W ) be a resource community network derived from G. If a node p i in community C x is transferred to another community C y , the modularity gain is denoted as Q i xy , the superscript ''i'' means that node p i , and postscript ''xy'' denotes the movement direction from community C x to C y . A transfer modularity gain is calculated in (3), shown at the bottom of this page, where
is the sum of weights of edges inside
is the sum of some weights of edges which connect the nodes in community C y and the other communities' nodes, and
represents the sum of weights of all edges connected with node p i . Moreover, we can obtain k
which limits the sum of weights of edges in community C y connected with node p i . Also similar to the description in Modularity, m is the sum of weights of all edges in the social network G. Eq. (3) represents the difference between the modularity in community C y with node p i and without p i . Furthermore, it can be simplified as
.
III. SOCIAL NETWORK
Because our work is based on a social network, in this section, we first show how to derive the relations among individuals (or groups of individuals) acting in the process, i.e., how to generate a social network. The generated algorithm and example are taken from [21] . Example 1: Figure 1 shows a resulting Petri net model after applying the α-algorithm [1] to Table 1 . This model always begins with activity A and ends with activity D. After A is executed, there are two cases: one is that activities B and C are executed in a parallel manner; the other is that only activity E is executed. From Table 1 , we can analyze that the event logs contains five process cases, from case 1 to case 5. It is easy to find out the performer of each activity. For instance,
the activities of case 1 are A, B, C, D, and the corresponding performers of these activities are John, Mike, John, and Peter.
FIGURE 2.
A social network generated from Table 2 .
Moreover, we can find the relationship between the performers and the activities from Table 2 . For example, in the first row, the performer John executes the activities A, B, C, D, and E for 2, 1, 1, 0, 0 times, respectively. According to Eq. (1), we calculate that all Pearsonaŕs correlation coefficients between two performers and a social network can be constructed based on these coefficients. The generated social network is shown in Figure 2 = 0.9.
The negative correlation coefficient indicates that there is no correlation between two performers. For this reason, only nodes that have a positive correlation coefficient are connected in Figure 2 . We can clearly see the compact degree between the nodes in Figure 2 . For instance, John and Sue have a very close relationship, and John has no social interaction with Peter and Clare.
IV. RESOURCE COMMUNITY NETWORK
A social network only reflects how strong correlations are among these individuals. Usually, some performers (resource nodes) play similar roles in a network; they can construct their own community, which is called a resource community network. Modularity gain will be used to help us achieve this goal. Formally, modularity gain is the value that a given community with one expected node subtracts the community driving out the node. Through evaluating the gain of modularity that would take place in the network by transferring a node from its original community to the other expected community, a node is finally transferred to the community for which this gain is positive and maximum. Networks with high modularity have dense connections between the nodes within the communities that have the same roles. It is worth noting that social network is different with our resource community network. Social network is to focus on the relations among individuals (or groups of individuals) acting in the process, which always derives relations between performers of activities; hence it emphasizes a sociogram based on the transfers of work from one individual to another. Our resource community network pays more attention to the group concept, which implies that we are talking more about how to generate a community with the same roles. Based on a social network, Algorithm 1 initiates the community and each node belongs to a sole community at the beginning. For a node p j in the social network, we consider who will be its best neighbor. Without loss of generality, we assume that a node p i in community C x attempts to be the neighbor of node p j . A modularity gain Q i xy is calculated according to Eq. (3). If there are some nodes trying to be the neighbor of p j , among these nodes Q i xy has the maximum positive value, then node p i will be transferred to the community C y ; otherwise, p i keeps in its own community. In this recursive process, some communities clustered with several nodes can be regarded as new nodes. There is a loop edge in every new node. The weight of the loop edge is the sum of the internal nodes' weights, and the weight between different communities is the sum of the nodes' weights connecting them. Algorithm 1 will terminate until no nodes move between communities. A resource community network is created in the end.
Let us discuss the time complexity of Algorithm 1. Suppose that the number of nodes in the social network is n.
Step 2 initializes all communities and this step costs is O(n).
Steps 3-4 spend O(n) times to compute the gains and choose the maximum one. In Step 5, a node is transferred to other community in a unit time. Meanwhile, Steps 3-5 are a traversal process to access all nodes. In the worst case, it costs O(n 2 ) times. Steps 1-5 are recursively executed no more than n times. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n×(n+n 2 )), i.e. O(n 3 ).
Applying Algorithm 1 to the social network in Figure 2 , we suppose that the order of traversing the nodes is John, Sue, Mike, Carol, Peter, Clare. Firstly, let us consider the possibility of John joining other communities. John has three neighbors Sue, Mike, and Carol. If John wants to move to Sue's community, the modularity gain value is Q i xy = In a similar way, Peter joining to Carol's community can also be seen. A new social network is generated. {Peter, Clare}, {John, Sue}, and {Carol, Mike} are three new nodes in G . Each new node has a loop edge to represent the sum of the internal nodes' edge weights. For example, the weight of loop edge {Peter, Clare} is 0.6. The edge weight between different new nodes is the sum of the nodes' edge weights which connect them; for instance, the edge weight between {John, Sue} and {Carol, Mike} is constructed by 0.2 + 0.2 = 0.4. Since there is no any node moving between communities, G in Figure 3 can be seen as a resource community network S that is finally created. From Figures 2 and 3 , the difference is that we more concern about the same group than the individual. Benefitting from the principle of maximizing modularity gain, we can construct three communities {Peter, Clare}, {John, Sue}, and {Carol, Mike}; individuals in each community execute the same role.
V. RESOURCE ROLE NETWORK
Algorithm 1 can help us separate different resource communities in a social network; every resource belongs to one community. However, in the real world, some resources may play several roles. They can have different effects in different communities. For instance, a person may have the duties of a sales manager and a technical engineer in a company at the same time. In order to find such multi-role resources, we define a resource role network. Algorithm 2 transforms a social network to a weighted community network firstly. This step can help us identify the importance of each node as an intermediary in connecting other nodes. Then Algorithm 3 digs out multi-role resources based on the weighted community network. The node fitness function is used to achieve the goal. Whether bringing positive gain to the community is the measure of node fitness calculation. Our resource role network can be included in the role hierarchy miner technology, which are all looking for the multi-role resources. The highlights of our algorithms are the reverse thinking method in Algorithm 2 and the merging process in Algorithm 3, which together speed up the solution.
A. WEIGHTED COMMUNITY NETWORK
A weighted community network is a dual graph of social network, which means that a node and an edge can exchange their positions. The weight calculation follows the description of Weighted Community Network in Section II. We present Algorithm 2 to perform the transformation.
Assume that the number of nodes in the social network is n, and there are m edges. Converting to a weighted community network N , there are at most m nodes and no more than n edges connecting per node. The weights are calculated in units. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(n × m).
For example, in Figure 2 , there are five edges connecting John, Sue, Carol, Mike, Peter and Clare. Each edge forms a node in a weighted community network, so {(John, Carol), (Carol, Mike), (John, Sue), (John, Mike), (Peter, Clare)} are all nodes in N . We use A * , B * , C * , D * , E * to denote these nodes, respectively. According to the connection of the edges in G, there are five new edges and corresponding weights in N , as shown in Figure 4 . Because node John and Carol has an edge with weight 0.2, node Carol and Mike has an edge with weight 1, node Carol is a public bridge connecting John and Mike. Carol has a degree of 2 in G. There should be an edge between nodes A * and B * , and the weight is w (A * , B * ) = w(Mike, Carol)/(deg(Carol) − w(John, Carol)) = 1/(2 − 0.5) = 0.5. The other nodes and edges can be constructed by a similar approach. Note that swopping the numerator and the denominator location between w(Mike, Carol) and w(John, Carol) will generate different values of w . However, they do not affect the evaluation of multiple roles in Algorithm 3. From Figures 2 and 4 , a social network and a dual graph of weighted community network are built, which show the compact degree between the edges in Figure 2 . The tightness of the edge can reflect the importance of the node as an intermediary to connect different edges. This lays the foundation for our next step for looking for multi-role resources. 
B. RESOURCE ROLE NETWORK
To find multi-role resources, first we define a community fitness function:
where
is the sum of weights of edges inside community C z which belongs to a weighted community network N = (Q , R , W ), and
is the sum of some weights of edges which connect the nodes in community C z .
A node fitness function for q i and community C z is defined as:
where γ C z ∪{q i } and γ C z/ {q i } show the fitness of community C z with and without q i , respectively. γ q i C z > 0 implies that q i can bring positive fitness benefits to the community C z . Algorithm 3 shows the detail to discover the resource role network.
The execution of Algorithm 3 is similar to Algorithm 1; they all go through traversal and recursion process. The difference is that Algorithm 3 does not need to recalculate weights for the community at every time. If the number of nodes in the weighted community network is m, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(m 3 ). Now we apply Algorithm 3 to Figure 4 . Assume that there is a community C 1 = {A * } first. C 1 has three neighbors B * , C * , and D * . Suppose that B * joins to C 1 , we have γ B * C 1 = γ C 1 ∪{B * } − γ C 1/ {B * } . C 1 has only one node now; thus we have community C 1 is constructed by {A * , B * }. Following the traversal and recursion process, we can obtain three communities:
We identify them in different gray colors in Figure 5 , and see that John belongs to C 1 and C 2 , which means that John takes on different responsibilities in different communities. It is the only multi-role resource in the network. Intuitively comparing the differences between Figures 2 and 5 , we can see that although John belongs to the community {John, Sue} in Figure 2 , his role is so important to connect the other community {Carol,Mike}. He is the only bridge that connects the two communities together. Therefore, John is a multi-role resource.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. A COMPREHENSIVE EXAMPLE
For the sake of clarity, let us summarize the algorithms in this article through a real-world example. The hierarchical and overlapping community structures are found step by step, which are demonstrated below from (1) to (3) . Readers can also see the changes from each of the subfigures in Figure 7 .
Example 2: A process model for a bank dealing with loan application can generate the event logs in Table 3 (data cited from [18] ), which can dig out a system shown in Figure 6 using some process mining algorithms. The logs contains eight cases and every case corresponds to an event trace. For example, case 1 indicates that the sequence of the activities is ABDFGI, and the resources (performers) that execute these activities are Jack, Ford, Robert, Tracy, John, and Ford.
(1) Based on the knowledge in Section III, we can construct a social network from the event logs. The social network is shown in Figure 7 (a). Eight nodes in the network correspond to eight resources in the event logs.
(2) Algorithm 1 can help us find a resource community network presented in Figure 7 (b). The performers executing similar activities are classified into the same community. There are three communities: {Ford, Jake}, {Peter, Tracy, Mike, Robert} and {John, Jam}, e.g., the activities A, B, C, and I are only executed by Ford or Jake in the same community. Table 3 .
TABLE 3.
An event logs about a bank to deal with loan application.
(3) By Algorithm 2, we can transform a social network to a weighted community network, which is shown in Figure 7 (c). It provides a foundation for the future work. We can discover resource role networks in Figure 7 (d) with the help of Algorithm 3, which are painted in three shades of gray to represent different resource role communities. For instance, the nodes C * , F * , D * and H * are all associated with a performer Robert. Figure 7 (d) reveals that C * , F * , and D * belong to the dark grey community, and H * belongs to the white community, implying Robert is a multi-role resources.
B. APPLICATION
Here, we show another example to compare the proposed algorithms with others in terms of the ability of finding hierarchical and overlapping community structure. Modularity as a parameter is used to reveal the capabilities to divide the similar sub-communities according to the roles. Corresponding to the overlapping community structure, the ability of discovering resources that take on multiple roles is also decided.
Example 3: A process claims model for an airline company [19] can generate an event logs with thousands of traces and 102 resources. Table 4 shows partially a screenshot of the logs. By importing the model and log to the software tool Disco [20] , we can pick up 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 traces from the logs. We apply these logs to the work in [8] - [10] and [22] to calculate the modularizes. A comparison of the proposed algorithms and others is shown in Figure 8 , which indicates that the modularity in this paper is higher than other algorithms. Higher modularity means higher possibility of classifying the similar resources in the same community.
Through manual analysis, we know that there are 25 multirole resources in the 5000 event traces logs. In order to compare the mining ability, some logs are picked out from the 5000 traces. The numbers of multi-role in these selected logs are only 10, 15, 20 and 25, respectively. Then, different algorithms are used to find these multi-role resources in the selected logs. The results are shown in Table 5 . We can see that the algorithms in [9] and [22] can find all multi-role resources; however, they all need to break a spanning tree, and there can be a variety of different options. If we do not accurately break the tree in key points, some multi-role resources will be missing. Algorithm 3 in this paper can find the multi-role resources in any condition; each node relies on the positive contribution to decide whether to join a resource role network. Those roles that belong to different resource role networks are the multi-role resources that we are looking for. This method is more efficient and accurate in finding multi-role resources, but there are also defects. For example, it will produce some deviation in the transformation process from a weighted community network to a resource role network using Eqs. (4) and (5) . Deviations happen because of the local optimum. The process of discovering multi-role resources is based on constantly calculating the recursive process of resource community gains and the selection of initial community is random. To avoid the deviations, we can find the global optimal solution by trying more initial communities.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a resource community network, which can help us classify the similar resources in a similar community. Benefitting from the modularity gain value, we can optimize the division of resource community network. Then, a new method is proposed to transform a social network to a weighted community network. A resource role network can be discovered based on the weighted community network. In the resource role network, we find out those resources that have multiple roles. A multi-role resource often bears several duties in a system. They can serve as a bridge for different communities. Compared with other algorithms, the proposed methods obtain a resource community network with better modularity and greater ability to discover multi-role resources. In future, we will consider the deviations caused by Eqs. (4) and (5) in the transformation process. A dynamic correction parameter will be introduced in the equations. A node fitness function is positive and does not mean that the node could be moved to the resource role community. This strategy is called a man-made disturbance. Some disturbances can prevent our solution procedure falling into local optimums. The method is more efficient than setting up the initial communities multiple times. We will discuss this in our future work. The existence of resource failures will also be an interesting topic of our further study [26] , [27] . ABDULRAHMAN AL-AHMARI received the Ph.D. degree in manufacturing systems engineering from the University of Sheffield, Sheffield, U.K., in 1998. He is currently the Dean of the Advanced Manufacturing Institute and a Professor of industrial engineering with King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. His current research interests include advanced manufacturing technologies, Petri nets, analysis and design of manufacturing systems, computer integrated manufacturing, optimization of manufacturing operations, flexible manufacturing systems and cellular manufacturing systems, and applications of decision support systems in manufacturing.
